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and for 400 feet in winter. The fall is more marked where mountains
rise steeply above a lowland, as in the Alps, than in regions like the
Great Plains where one can rise from sealevel to Denver almost without
noticing any grade. Nevertheless the average yearly temperature at
Denver is about 3° lower than at Indianapolis, which lies in the same
latitude but 4,500 feet lower. (£) The greater the altitude the more
variable is the temperature. The rarity of the air allows the sun's
heat to pass through it readily. Thus the earth's surface is quickly
warmed, but the same condition also allows the earth's heat to pass
away rapidly at night, so that there are great extremes. The relief also
causes variability, for cool air may flow down a valley at night and
warm air rises by day. (<r) Mountains are also more cloudy and rainy
than plains, for the currents of air that approach them must rise. Hence
the air is cooled and its water vapor condenses into clouds and rain.
On a perfectly clear day on the plains of California one can often see great
banks of clouds enshrouding the crests of the Sierras only 40 miles to
the east. While the dry brown grass of the plains shows that no rain
has fallen for months, the dense pine forests of the mountains, and the
little brooks flowing amid rich green grass or thick brakes of flourishing
bushes, betoken rain in plenty. ^"
Although climatic differences between highlands and lowlands are
everywhere important, they influence man most in regions close to the
cold ward margin of human occupation and within the tropics. England
lies so far north that in the lowlands the summers are not warm enough
for corn, and just barely warm enough for wheat, oats, and potatoes.
Accordingly a rise of 1,500 feet, or in some sections only 1,000, is enough
to make agriculture impossible and to prevent the growth of forests. In
the Devonshire regions described in Blackmore's Lorna Doone the con-
trast between the seacoast and the upland moors is very impressive. Near
the coast and in the valleys luxuriant trees, fine gardens, and rich hay-
fields surround comfortable villages and picturesque farmhouses, many
of which are thatched with straw. The mild winters actually permit
the growth of semi-tropical plants such as the fuchsia. Only a few miles
away the cool summers of the rolling uplands 1,500 feet higher permit
little except grass, heather, drifting mist, and shepherds.
In tropical countries high altitudes are beneficial because of the cool
air. Near sealevel the temperature much of the year averages close
to 80° F. This is too warm for comfort, health, or efficiency. Up to
an average of about 72 °, however, high temperature is not particularly
uncomfortable or unhealthful and does not greatly diminish efficiency
except as it remains monotonously at the same level. Accordingly an
altitude sufficient to lower the temperature of the warmer months by

